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Abstract- Cyber crime is a term used to broadly express unlawful action current whatever abacus or abacus
networks are used as a goal, or a gadget to do some crime using cyberspace. The computer technology provides
many facilities however it more carry crowded defect. It form activity very agile, smooth and rapid but it also has
many crimes like ”cyber crime” .There are many types of cyber crimes like Hacking by spam messages, Harassment
via E-mails, cracking, child pornography and etc. There are huge number of cyber threats and it is difficult to
understand the cyber crime in early stages. They carry severe shack up the civilization in the fashion of efficient
rattle, cognitive confusion, risk to domestic armor etc. In this paper we review about cyber crime its impacts ,
behavior and its types.
Index Terms: Cyber Crime,Hacking,Spam Messages,Impacts.

1. INTRODUCTION
Cyber crime is a terminology that is used to widely sketch the fraudulent affair in Which computer or computer
network are a instrument , a goal ,or a task of fraudulent affair and count everything from computerized crash to
contradiction of applicability offensive .The present study has been attempted to crash some expression , reaction
and possibility of this cyber automation with certain implication to blackmail attitude of cyber crime .Toward
initiate along, it is properly necessary to separate the capacity of conversation „crime ‟.Thus it is besides confusion
that „crime‟ is a associated circumstance ,broad in features and typically all civilization from old fashioned to novel
have been officially professed its existence. Each civilization have been contribute its own information of fraudulent
nature and strategy made condemned by deliberate will of the political society commanding over the community
and it was always impact by its Spiritual-civil legislative practical code prevalent in the disposed community[1].
[2RP] The original reported computerized scandal pick up the current period “1820”.All types of cyber crimes
include both the computer and the person trailing it as casualty;
It just build upon on which of the two are the major objective .[6]Cyber crime involve everything as smooth as
downloading unwarranted music files to robbery millions of dollars from online bank accounts .cyber crime could
also include non financial crimes ,like building and hand out small or large programs written by programmers that
are called viruses(germs) that are post on others computer that effect the working of computers[6].[2]Cyber crime is
integrity fraud ,in which offender Use the internet to remove secret clue from other purchasers .Different kinds of
community networking locations are used for this function to search the status of involved community .There are
two manners this is completed- phishing and cripple, both methods appeal users to bogus(fake) websites, where they
are asked to enter personal information. This consist of login information, such as usernames and identification,
phone numbers, location, attention label numbers, treasury history figure, and other data offender can use to "swipe"
another person's status[2].
[2] Impact of cyber crime: cyber crime has many effects on the civilization such as an Hateful Element of Nation,
Socio-Eco-official passenger, youngster, secret corporation, Trade, buyer attitude and sensitive effect of
computerize felony etc. Every country is trying its best to minimize the effects of cyber crimes on society.

2. TYPES OF CYBER CRIMES
There are four significant types of cyber crime:





1.Cyber Crimes against persons
2.Cyber Crimes against property
3.Cyber Crimes against government
4. Cybercrimes Against Society

3. CYBER CRIMES AGAINST PERSONS
Cyber Crimes carry out toward persons involve varied crimes like broadcast of child-pornography,cyber
porn,harassed someone by using technology through e-mail and spam messages.The trade and dispensation of illegal
and immoral substance comprises pornography and vulgar subjection are one of the great significant cyber crimes
recognized currently.These crimes prospectively harm the community.Cyber-Harassment is a major type of
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harassment and it took place through use of cyber space.Various kind of harassment includes sexual
harassment,religious harassment and violation of privacy of other persons.
3.1 Harassment Via E-Mails
In present era harassment is mostly used in social sites i.e. Facebook , twitter etc that is increase day by day. In this
type, harassment occur through sending letters , attachments of files& folders i.e. through e-mail.[3]
3.2 Cyber-Stalking
It is reveal a physical risk that creates horror via the use to computer technology like internet, e-mail , phone , text
messages, webcam, websites or videos.[5]
3.3 Defamation
It include the person with decided to lower down the grace of person by hacking his mail account.[5]
3.4 Hacking
Hacking means usage of another person‟s data in unauthorized manner and destroy the whole data as well as the
computer program .They usually hacks telecommunication and Mobile networks.
3.5 Cracking
It is the action of breaking in your computer system without your knowledge and spoil information.[7]
3.6 E-Mail Spoofing
E-mail which misquote its source is called e-mail spoofing.
3.7 SMS Spoofing
SMS spoofing is unwanted or uninvited messages.
3.8 Carding
It means wrong ATM cards i.e. debit and credit cards used by offenders for their financial gain via withdrawing
money from fool‟s bank account.
3.9 Cheating And Fraud
It means the person who is doing the move of cyber crime i.e. robbery key and Info depot has done it with having
wrong mind which start blackmail and deception.[2]
3.10 Child Pornography
In this cyber crime offender build, circulate or access materials that reproductive feat underage children.
3.11 Assault by Threat
It introduce to threatening a person with horror for their lives or lives of their families via the use of a computer
network i.e. E-mail, videos or phones.[7]

4. CYBER CRIMES AGAINST PROPERTY
p

The second type of cyber crime is property crime and it is held by conveyance of harmful viruses and by poaching
the technical databases of other companies by using spy hacking softwares to misuse their property.
4.1 Intellectual Property Crimes
This kind of crimes is done by selling or distributing products having trademark of genuine brand without the
permission of that brand.It is also known as piracy or counterfeiting.
4.2 Cyber Squatting
It includes two individuals request for same domain name by claiming that they had request for the domain first and
another user can also use the similar domain earlier.e.g.(www.google.com and www.gooogle.com)
4.3 Cyber Vandalism
This type of crime is done by damaging or stole impotant data of other people by using technology like send viruses
through spam messages or harmed hardware decices of computer of other person.
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4.4 Hacking Computer Systems
Hackters attacks websites and computer systems to gain unauthorized access to the data.They can do this for money
and also for destroying others.
4.5 Transmitting Virus
Viruses are programs and alogarithms written by programmers that attack themselves and then moved to the other
files of the compuer and critically harm the data in the computer.It also damages some part of the computer.

5. CYBER CRIMES AGAINST GOVERNMENT
This type of cyber crime is critically harm the nation.It is done by hacking the confidential and important
information of military and used that information for “Terrorism”.This type of crimes is growing rapidly and we
have to stop that type of crimes.Many countries made laws to stop these crimes and make techniques to aware
people about these crimes.

6. CYBERCRIMES AGAINST SOCIETY ATLARGE
Crimes against society involoves a large number of child pornography and child Trafficking,Online Gambling,
Financial Crimes and Forgery.
6.1 Child Pornography
In this type, Criminals use computer network to share vulgar and immoral sexual information for destroying and
utilize the underage children.
6.2 Cyber Trafficking
It includes trade of drugs, persons and weapons.
6.3 Online Gambling
Onlline gambling is one of the most gowing business today.Gambling is done on the name of cricket,jobs and it also
includes credit card crimes.[3]

7. IMPACTS OF CYBER CRIMES
7.1 Impact of Cyber Crimes on Teenagers
Cyber crimes are worstly affects the teenages because “Cyber Bullying” becomes the common part of our society
now a days. In Cyber Bullying an individual can be threatened by sending vulgar pictures and threatening
messages.The major number of females becomes victim of cyber bullying and there is a worst terror in teenagers
about cyber bullying.Cyber Bulling is done by chatting on social networking sites like facebook , Twitter and
etc.The teenagers who becomes victim of cyber crimes are usually feel depressed and it reduce their mental
relaxation level.[3]
7.2 Impacts of Cyber Crimes on Young People
7.2.1 Friendship
Cyber communication is the way to make friends on social networking sites.we can interact with any person by
using cyber communication.It increase the confident level of young people and they gain more knowledge.
7.2.2 Writing
Cyber communication also improves the writing skills and young people gain more information about formal and
informal chatting.
7.2.3 Social Sexualization
Social Secualization is the negative part of cyber communication.It took place when an adult tries to develop an
online sexual relationship with other.A person may be forces to show their personal information and send her
pornographic pictures.About 70% of girls became victim of social sexualization.

8. PAKISTAN’S CONTRIBUTION IN CYBER WORLD
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The ration of internet users in Sindh is more than KPK and Punjab. To match with the cyber-strikes, Transaction
Ordinance 2002 was passed by the Pakistan‟s Government for providing ease and keep track of all kinds of
communication on internet.With the Legitimate infrastructure,we can have lawful track of all negotiations.This IT
subscription is the indicator in 21st century. The Electronic Crime heed 2004 was construct with the help of
Ministry of Information Technology with the electronic prceeding order 2002.The heed has explain judicial terms
for the different types of cybercrimes.
Preventions against cyber crimes is the most important issue not only in Pakistan but all around the world.

FUTURE TRENDS
The use of internet is becoming the basic need of the people rapidly.People use different social networking sites and
these site gave stage to the people for doing cyber crimes.The trend of online transactions are also becoming very
common so there is more risk of money laundering in future.[7]

CONCLUSION
This article will not only help to view cyber crime but also identify bad impacts of cyber crime on society. This will
help the society to protect all the online clue demanding organizations which are not secure due to alike cyber
crimes. There are many types of cyber crime that effect the society directly or indirectly .The considerate of the
action of cyber offender and brunt of cyber crimes on civilization will benifit to asset out the ample process to
affected the position.
The approach to defeated these crimes can typically act restricted into three types: computerized Legislation,
Teaching and Guideline building. People should have awairness about cyber crime and they must do steps against
cyber crime on their own. The government should take steps against cyber crime and gave tough punishment to the
criminal.
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